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West Lafayette. IN 47907, USA
ABSTRACT
A new class of stochastic Petri nets is proposed in this paper. The
Stochastic High Level Petti nets [SHLPNs] are High Level Petti nets aug-
mented with exponentially distributed firing times. The main advantage
of modeling homogeneous systems using SHLPNs is that the resulting
models are simpler, more intuitive and have a smaller number of states as
our examples show.
1. Introduction
Rarnarnoorthy [Ram80], Sifakis [Sif7?] and others have used Petti nets for the per-
formance evaluation of concurrent systems. The introduction of Stochastic Petri nets
[SPNs] proposed by Molloy [MoI82] has ttiggered a number of interesting developments
in this area, for example, the study of Discrete Time Stochastic Petri Nets [MoI8S] and of
Generalized Stochastic Petti Nets [Mar84 Bal86]. The Generalized Stochastic Petti Nets
[GSPNs] have been introduced by Marsan and his coworkers and used for the perfor-
mance analysis of multiprocessor systems.
Molloy has proved that there is an isomorphism between k-bounded Petri nets with
exponentially distributed transition rates and finite Markov processes. Two stochastic
systems are isomorphic if:
a- there are one-te-one mappings between the state spaces of the two systems, and
between the set of state transitions of the two systems,
b- the probability of a transition from one state to another in one system equals the
probability of a transition between the corresponding states of the other system.
The importance of this result is that the methodology used to find the steady state
probabilities of Markov chain can be used. for the SPN system in which each marking
corresponds to a Markov state.
Though the Stochastic Petri nets do not provide more modeling power than the Mar-
kov processes, they can be used as a convenient description of the system being modeled.
Since the size of the state space of a Stochastic Petti net is equal to the size of the Mar-
kov process space, the complexity of solving an SPN model is the same as in the case of
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the model based upon the Markov process.
To reduce the complexity of solving an SPN model, Marsan has proposed to define
two types of transitions, timed and immediate and to separate the state space of an SPN
into two subsets, one containing vanishing states, which enable immediate transitions
and tangible states, which enable timed transitions. The time spent by the system in van-
ishing states is zero. The existence of vanishing states increases the computational effort
by enlarging the size of the transition matrix. The authors claim that they can define a
reduced embedded Markov chain over the tangible states only.
This paper takes a different approach, it defines Stochastic High Level Petri nets
based upon High Level Petri nets augmented with exponentially distributed transition
rates. High Level Petri nets are extensions of regular Petri nets. An example of High
Level Petri nets are the Predicate Transition nets [Gen8l] in which individual tokens are
allowed, and predicates may be associated with some or all transitions. As a general rule,
High Level Petri nets lead to simpler models, with a more readable graph than the
corresponding regular Petri nets. The size of the state space of Stochastic High Level
Petri Nets models can be further simplified due to the introduction of the compound
marking technique described in the following sections.
In fact, we have concentrated our attention upon homogeneous systems which, when
modeled using Stochastic High Level Petri nets have subsets of equivalent states. Such
states can be grouped together in such a way that the Stochastic High Level Petri net
model of the system with compound markings contains only one compound state for each
group of individual states in the original Stochastic High Level Petri net model. In this
case a equivalence relation exists among the Stochastic High Level Petri net model with
compound markings and the original Stochastic High Level Petri net model. Both pro-
vide the same information about the system being modeled but the SID..PN with the com-
pound marking is a scaled down version of the original S:Ell.PN. it has a lower number of
states.
Since the SPN are isomorphic with continuous time Markov chains the Stochastic
High Level Petri nets are also isomorphic with continuous time Markov chains. The com-
pound marking concept represents a grouping of markings in the Petri net domain and it
corresponds to state grouping in the Markov domain. The necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for state grouping is then examined in the context of the Markov domain and its
results are then carried back to the Petri net domain in order to prove the correctness of
the compound marking concept. In fact we prove that Stochastic High Level Petri nets
with compound markings are homomorphic with continuous time Markov chains with a
grouping operation.
Three systems are then modeled using the technique described above. We stan with
an example based upon the classical problem of philosophers who share dinnerware, then
we discuss an example related to modeling of communication protocols and conclude
with an example, similar to the one treated by Marsan, the analysis of the perfonnance of
a multiprocessor system.
The main advantages of introducing SHLPNs with compound markings are: the
model of a system has a considerably lower number of states than same model con-
structed using SPNs or S:Ell.PNs, the graph associated with the model is simpler, easier to
read, often it is invariant to system size and the analysis methods for Petri net models can
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still be applied to SHLPN models. Since the SHLPN model with compound markings is
isomorphic with a Markov chain its steady-state probabilities can be determined using
techniques well developed by stochastic analysis.
2. Informal Introduction to Stochastic High-Level Petri Nels
In order to introduce Stochastic High Level Petri nets the definition of Stochastic
Petri nets will be reviewed. Then Stochastic High Level Petri nets will be introduced
infonnally and an example illustrating the use and the advantages of SHLPNs will be
given.
The SPNs are obtained by associating with each transition in a Petri net an average,
possibly marking dependent, transition rate for the exponentially distributed firing time.
A formal definition of SPN is thus the following:
SPN = (P, T, A, M, A.)
1. P is the set of places
2. T is the set of transitions
3. P"T=I2I, PuT;<12I
4. A is the set of input and output arcs; A!: (P x T) u (T x P)
5. M is the initial marking
6. A. is the set of transition rates
A marking of a Petri net, or of a Stochastic Petri. net, is a distribution of tokens on
its places. A marking may be viewed as a mapping from the set of places P to the natural
numbers N . We can associate with each marking a state of the system and in the follow-
ings the terms state and marking will be used with essentially the same meaning.
The SPNs are isomorphic to continuous time Markov chains due to the memoryless
property of the exponential distribution of firing times. The SPN markings correspond to
the states of the corresponding Markov chain so that the SPN model allows the calcula-
tion of the steady state probabilities of each state.
In SPN analysis as in Markov analysis, ergodic (irreducible) systems are of special
interest. For ergodic SPN systems, the steady state probability of the system being in any
state always exist and are independent of the initial state. If the firing rates do not depend
upon time, a stationary (homogeneous) Markov chain is obtained. In particular, k
bounded SPNs are isomorphic to finite Markov chains. In this paper, we consider only
ergodic, stationary and k bounded SPNs (or SHLPN) and Markov chains.
As an example consider a system, consisting of five philosophers who alternately
think and eat. There are only five forks on a circular table and there is a fork between
two philosophers. Each philosopher needs to use the two forks adjacent to him when he
eats. Obviously two neighbors cannot eat at the same time. If we suppose that all philo-
sophers have exponentially distributed eating and thinking times with averages lIA1 and
In.." the philosopher system can be described by the Stochastic Petri net, SPN, shown in
Figure 1. The model has fifteen places and ten transitions, all indexed on variable i,
i e [1,5] in the following description:
T i is the "thinking" place. If Ti holds a token, the i-th philosopher is thinking.
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Ej is the "eating" place. If Ej holds a token, the i-th philosopher is eating.
Fj is the "free fork" place. If Pi holds a token, the i-th fork is free.
Gj is the "getting forks" transition. TIris transition is enabled. when the thinking philo-
sopher can get two free forks adjacent to him. The transition firing time is associ-
ated with IAI .
R; is the "releasing forks" transition. A philosopher releases the forks and return to the
thinking stage, after the eating time exponentially distributed with average IJlvz.
The Stochastic Petri net model of the philosopher system has a state space size of 11
and its states (markings) are presented in Table 1. The state transition diagram of the
corresponding Markov chain is shown in Figure 2. Using the methods mentioned above,





Our objective is to model the same system but using a representation which leads to
a model with a smaller number of states. High Level Petri nets provide a more compact
representation of complex systems hence they represent a natural choice for an alterna-
tive representation if the time concept can be embedded into them. Different types of
High Level Petri nets [HLPNs] have been proposed, for example Predicate Transition
nets[Gen79 Gen8ll. Coloured Petri nets [Jen81], Relation nets [Rei83l, but all of them
are conceptually similar. Moreover, the model of a system constructed using one type of
HLPN can be informally translated into any other type of HLPN [Jen83 Rei83]. The
Predicate Transition nets for example, support the intuition and the modeling elegance
since they allow variables which represent arc labels or token attributes to appear in the
conditions associated with the firing of a transition. The Stochastic High Level Petri nets
are extensions of High Level Petri nets in which each transition has an exponentially dis-
tributed firing time associated with it.
The following notation is used throughout this paper: E9 stands for addition modulo
of the sequence number. [x,y] denotes the sequence set of from x to y. The appropriate
circle bracket is denoted if the lower or upper bound is excluded from the sequence set.
I{ JI denotes the cardinality of a set The relations between the element and the set, E
and e are often used in the predicates.
The SHLPNs will be introduced by means of an example which illustrates the fact
that an SHLPN model is a scaled down version of an SPN model, it has a smaller number
of places, transitions and states but it still carries the same amount of information about
the system being modelled as the original SPN model. Figure 3 presents the SHLPN
model of the same philosopher system described in Figure I using a SPN. In the SHLPN
model each place and each transition stands for a set of places or transitions in the SPN
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model. The number of places is reduced from 15 to 3. the place T stands for the set { T j
}, E for {Ei } and F for { Fi }, for i E [1,5]. The number of transitions is reduced from
ten to two, the transition G stands for the set { Gi } and R for the set { R j } with
i E [1,5].
The three places contain two types of tokens, as shown in Figure 3. The arcs are
labelled by token variables. A token has a number of attributes, the first attribute being
its type and the second attribute being its identity, id. The tokens residing in the place E
have a third attribute and a fourth attribute, the ids of the forks which are currently used
by the philosopher. The transition G is associated with the predicate which specifies the
correct relation between a philosopher and the two forks used by him. TIris means that
only when the two forks adjacent to him are free, a philosopher can eat.
In a S:m..PN model, the transition rate associated with every transition is related to
the markings which enable that particular transition. To simplify the design of the model
only the transition rate of the individual markings is shown in the graph, instead of the
transition rate of the corresponding compound markings. For example in Figure 3, the
transition rates are written as: A.t for G and "-2 for transition R.
The problem of determining the compound markings and the transition rates among
them is discussed in the followings. The markings (states) of the philosopher system
based upon HLPN are given in Table 2. The initial population of different places is: five
tokens in T, five tokens of different type in F and no token in E. When one or more phi-
losophers are eating, E contains one or more tokens.
In many systems a number of different processes have an similar structure and
behavior. To simplify the system model it is desirable to treat similar processes in a uni-
fonn and succinct way. In the HLPN models, a token type may be associated with the
process type and the number of tokens with the same type attribute may be associated
with the the number of identical processes [Lin86]. A process description, a subnet, can
specify the behavior of a type of processes and defines variables unique to each process
of that type. Each process is a particular and independent instance of a execution of a
process description (subnet).
The tokens present in SHLPNs have several attributes, type, identity, environment,
etc. In order to introduce compound markings such attributes are represented by variables
with a domain covering the set of values of the attribute.
In the philosopher system we can use a variable i to replace the identity attribute
of the philosopher and the environment variable attribute representing fork tokens to
each philosopher process. The domain set of the variable i is [1,5], i.e., the <p,i>
represents anyone among <p,l>, <p,2>, <p,3>, <p,4>, <p,S> and the <f,i> represents
anyone among <f,l>, <f,2>, <f,3>, <f,4>, <f,S>. The compound marking (state) table of
the philosopher system is shown in Table 3. The size of the state space is considerably
reduced compared with the previous case. To order to use efficiently this method, we
should notice the equivalence of the variable markings. For example, we will recognize
the following variable markings: The mt and m2 are equivalent, i.e., they both represent
the same set of individual markings. The m3 is neither equivalent with mt nor equivalent
with m2' The equivalent marking concept was also proposed for reachability trees of the
HLPN in the reference [Hub8S]. Our compound marking concept is convenient for com-
puting the reachability marking set and for understanding the behavior of the system
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The markings of Table 3 correspond to the Markov chain states shown in Figure 4
and are obtained by grouping the states from Figure 2. The transition rates between the
grouped states (compound markings) can be obtained after determining the number of the
possible transition from one individual marking in each compound marking to any indivi-
dual marking in another compound marking. In our case there is one possible transition
from only one individual marking of the compound marking 51 to each individual mark-
ing of the compound marking ~ with the same rate. So, the transition rate from 51 to ~
is 5A.I_ Using a similar argument we can obtain the transition rate from Sz to 53 as 2Al'
from Sg to ~ as 2Az and from S2 to SI as Az. The steady state probabilities of each com-








The probability of every individual marking of a compound marking is the same and can
be easily obtained since the number of individual markings in each compound marking is
known.
3. Stochastic High-Level Petri Nets
The previous example has presented the advantage of using High Level Petri nets
augmented with exponentially distributed firing times called in this paper Stochastic
High Level Petri nets, for modeling of concurrent systems.
This section is organized as follows: first we present a fonnal definition of Stochas-
tic High Level Petri nets and discuss the isomorphism of SLPNS with continuous time
Markov chains. Then the concept of compound marking is discussed. The problem of
state grouping Oumping) for a continuous time Markov chain is analyzed and it is proved
that a SHLPN with compound markings induces a correct state grouping in the Markov
domain. As a result there is a Markov chain associated with the compound markings of a
SHLPN and the steady state probabilities of each compound marking can be found using
the Markov techniques.
3.1. Formal Definition of SHLPNs
A High Level Petri net consists of the following elements:
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1. A direcled graph (P. T. A) where
P is the set of places
T is the set of transitions
A is the set of arcs; Ac (P x T) u (fx P)
2. A structure set L consisting of some types of individual tokens CUi) together with
some operations (oPi) and relations Crj), i.e., L = (ul'·"'un.; 0Pl,""OPm; '1' ...•'.1: )
3. A labelling of arcs with a formal sum of n-attributes of token variables (including
the zero-attributes indicating a no-argument token)
4. An inscription on some transitions being a logical formula constructed from the
operation and relations of the structure L and variables occurring at the surrounding
arcs.
5. A marking of the places of P with n-attributes of individual tokens.
6. A natural number K which assigns to the places an upper bound for the number of
copies of the same token
7. Firing rule. Each element of T represents a class of possible changes of markings.
Such a change, also called transition firing, consists of removing tokens from a
subset of places and adding them to other subsets according to the expressions
labelling the arcs. A transition is enabled whenever, given an assignment of indivi-
dual tokens to the variables which satisfies the predicate associated with the transi-
tion, all input places carry enough copies of proper tokens, and the capacity K of all
output places will not be exceeded by adding the respective copies of tokens. The
state space of the system consists of the set of all markings connected to the initial
marking through such occurrences of firing.
Definition 3.1: A continuous time Stochastic High Level Petri Net, is a ID...PN
extended with the set of average, markings related, transition rates,
A. = { 1..1 .'Iv;. •.....1.., }.
A one to one correspondence between each marking of a Stochastic High Level
Petri net and a state of a Markov chain representing the same system can be established.
Following the arguments presented in [MoI82] it can be stated that:
Theorem 3.1: Any finite place, finite transition, Stochastic High Level Petri net is iso-
morphic to a one-dimensional, continuous time, finite Markov chain.
As in the case of SPNs this isomorphism is based upon the marking sequence and
not upon the transition sequence. Any number of transitions between the same two mark-
ings are indistinguishable. Clearly. since a marking in a SHLPN depends only upon the
current marking and not upon the past history of the system, the SHLPN can be
represented by a continuous Markov chain.
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3.2. The Compound Marking of a SHLPN
The compound marking concept is based on the fact that a number of entities pro-
cessed by the system exhibit an identical behavior and they have a single subnet in the
Sm...PN model. The only distinction between such entities is the identity attribute of the
token carried by the entity. If, in addition, the system consists of identical processing ele-
ments distinguished only by the identity attribute of the corresponding tokens, it is possi-
ble to lump together a number of markings in order to obtain a more compact SHLPN
model of the system. Clearly, the model can be used to determine the global system per-
formance in case of homogeneous systems when individual elements are indistinguish-
able.
Definition 32: A compound marking of a SHLPN is the result of partitioning an indivi-
dual SHLPN marking into a number of disjoint sets such that:
The individual markings in a given compound marking have the same disttibution
of tokens in places, except for the identity attribute of tokens of the same type,
All individual markings in the same compound marking have the same transition
rates to all other compound markings.
These ideas can be clearly followed in the previous example. If we now consider the
example presented in section 5, (Figure 9 shows the SHLPN model of a multiprocessor
system) we see that the compound marking indicated as state 2 in Table 6, corresponds to
15 individual markings as shown in Table 8.
Let us now consider a few properties of the compound marking:
-PI. A compound marking enables all transitions enabled by all individual markings
lumped into it,
-P2. If the individual reachability set of a Slll..PN is finite, its compound reachability set
is finite.
-P3. If the initial individual marking is reachable with a nonzero probability from any
individual marking in the individual reachability set, the SHLPN initial compound
marking is reachable with a nonzero probability from any compound marking in the
compound reachability set
We denote by Pij the probability of a transition from the compound marking i to
the compound marking j and by Pi.A as the probability of a transition from the individual
marking in to the individual marking A, where in E i and j k E j. The relation between
the transition probability of compound markings and the transition probability of indivi-
dual markings are:
Pij = 'L,Pi.j, for any i.e i (3.1)
k





If the system can reach a steady-state then the sojourn time in each compound
marking is an exponentially distributed random variable with average:
(3.4)
where H is the set of transitions that are enabled by the compound marking and qjk is the
transition rate associated with the transition i firing on the current current compound
marking).
3.3. Slale Grouping (Lumping) in lhe Markov Domain
Since there is an isomorphism between Stochastic High Level Petri nets and Mar-
kov chains, any compound markings of a SIll.PNs corresponds to grouping of states in
the Markov domain.
In order to be useful a compound marking must induce a correct grouping in the
Markov domain corresponding to the original SHLPN. Otherwise the methodology
known from Markov analysis, used to establish whether the system is stable and to deter-
mine the steady state probabilities of each compound marking cannot be applied.
We will discuss briefly the state grouping problem in the context of continuous time
Markov chains, following the elegant presentation in Iosifescu [los80]. Appendix 1 pro-
vides a brief review of some concepts used in continuous time Markov chain analysis.
Consider a decomposition of the original state space S into the pairwise disjoint
states S1.S2.' .. Sq.:
(3.5)
Given any subset of states, say A. A cS and any state i E S we define the transition pro-
babilities from state i to the subset A as:
P(i,A) = "ZP(i,j)
jEA
and we denote: k any state in Sk' and t any state in Sl
(3.6)
Theorem 3.2: A necessary and sufficient condition for a continuous time homogeneous
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Markov chain to he groupable with respect to the partition (3.5) is that:
(3.7)
for all states i E Sk and for all pairs of suhsets Sk and S" 1 '" k,/ '" q.
The transition matrix of the grouped Markov chain is
p = (P( f,f» (3.8)
If the total number of states of the original Markov chain is T, we denote by B, a q
by r matrix such that its k-th row is a probability vector whose nonnull components are
those corresponding to the states in St. 1 S k Sq. Let C be an r by q matrix such that
the nonnull components of its k column are equal to 1 and correspond to the states in Sk'
Theorem 3.3: A necessary and sufficient condition for the grouped (lumped) process to
be a Markov chain is:
CxBxQxC=QxC
The transition matrix function of the grouped process is given by
p (-) = B x P (.) x C.
(3.9)
(3.10)
Let us now examine the definition of compound marking and its properties
presented in the previous section as well as the properties of the grouping of Markov
states presented above. Clearly, the compound marking of a SHLPN induces a partition-
ing of the Markov state space which satisfies the conditions for grouping. Hence the com-
pound marking SID...PN is isomorphic with a grouped Markov chain.
Theorem 3.4: A Stochastic High Level Petri Net with a compound marking operation is
homomorphic with a continuous time Markov chain with a grouping operation defined by
(3.7).
As a conclusion, given the SID...PN model of a system, after constructing a com-
pound marking as defined in the previous section, we can study the behavior of the sys-
tem applying Markov techniques. In particular we can determine the steady state proba-
bilities for each compound marking (grouped state) if the system is ergodic.
Rather than giving additional rules for constructing a compound marking we
describe in detail two examples of modeling with SID...PNs augmented with compound
markings.
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4. Application of SHLPNs to Communication Protocols Performance Analysis
Stochastic High Level Petri nets are well suited for modeling and performance
analysis of communication protocols. To illustrate this type of applications of SHLPNs a
transport protocol will be analyzed in this section.
A sliding window flow control mechanism as well as an error control mechanism
are embedded into the model shown in Figure 5. On the right hand side of places A and
D is the sender; the receiver is on the other side. The processing of received packets is
omitted. The sender's window is denoted by Wand the receiver's window is one. Ack-
nowledgments and negative acknowledgments are sent in separate control packets. The
size a control packet is smaller than that of the data packets.
In the protocol model, the places and attributes of the tokens they contain are:
M is a place representing a buffer which collects the messages to be sent by the tran-
sport protocol.
P is a place representing the input buffer receiving the messages from the high layer.
K is a place representing a counter associated with the lower limit ofsender's window.
Its value is incremented every time an acknowledgment for a previously sent packet
is received by the station. The current value is denoted by k.
S is a place representing the transport sequence number of the next packet to be sent.
Its value is incremented with every packet sent. The current value is denoted by s.
Q is a place associated with the packet retransmission queue. When sending a packet.
a token of type packet is put in this place; when the acknowledgment for the packet
is received, the proper token is removed from.this place. In case of a negative ack-
nowledgment, a copy of the proper token is retransmitted.
D is a place representing the sending interface with the next lower protocol layer. It
may contain tokens of type ,packet, with two attributes: the token type, p (packet),
and the transport sequence number.
R is a place representing the transport sequence number of the next packet to be
received, the current value is denoted by r. After receiving an error-free packet,
within the receiving window. this counter is incremented.
A is a place representing the receiving interface with the next lower protocol layer. It
may contain tokens of the type acknowledgment andlor negative acknowledgment
These tokens have two attributes: the first is the token type, and the other is the
sequence number.
In the model represented in Figure 5 the following transitions can be recognized:
T1 is enabled when the place M contains tokens. The transition rate. AI' is dependent
upon the marking of place M. This rate is associated with the creation of new mes-
sages.
T2 is enabled when the place P contains tokens and the predicate associated with this
transition is satisfied, Le., the packet to be sent is in the window. The transition
rate. ~ is related to the marking of place P.
T3 is enabled when a negative acknowledgment token is received. The transition rate
Is A.-,.
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T4 When receiving a acknowledgment token with the sequence number i = k, this tran-
sition is enabled. In order to maintain the system to be ergodic, a token is put into
the place M when it fires. The transition rate is 1..4 .
The transitions Ts and T6 represent the receiving of packets in error and of error-
free packets. The two transitions are in "conflict". Their transition rates are associated
with the transmission speed and the packet length. The ratio of their rates is dependent
upon the probability of a transmission error.
Let us suppose that the size of the transport sequence number set is 4, and the
sender's window size is: W = 3. We can select the transport sequence number as the
identity attribute of the tokens of the type packet. Then i E [0,3]. The values of
sequence number counters are expressions in the variable i. In order to simplify the com-
pound marking expression, we use the symbol Pi' aj and ni to replace separately <p,i>,
<ack,i> and <nak,i> in the state table. Table 4 shows the marking (state) table of the
transport protocol model. Using the results presented in the previous section we can
obtain the transition rates between the compound states. The state transition table of the
transport protocol model is shown in Table 5.
From Table 4 we can observe that there are 16 states corresponding to the marking
with no token in place M. The total probability p of these states is the probability that
the subsystem is busy and cannot accept new messages. In this model messages arrive to
the protocol layer according to a Poisson process with mean arrival rate AI' This is the
transition rate of T l' When the system is in equilibrium, the actual throughput of the sys-
tem can be expressed as Al (l - p), with 't the probability of a transmission error.
Let us now consider a system using this protocol which has a 0.05 transmission
error probability, 128 bit control packets and 1024 bit data packets. Based upon these
values the transition rates of our model are:
A., = 9.0 '" = 100.0 :\.4 = 100.0
A, = 5.0 A,; = 95.0
The steady state probabilities of the compound markings can be detennined for dif-
ferent values of the arrival rate, AI' We define the offered load, as the total system load
including control packets and retransmission packets in addition to the data packets. Fig-
ure 6 shows the plot of the throughput versus offered load.
The average packet delay may be obtained using Little's theorem. When the system
is busy (there are no tokens in the place M), there are exactly four packets in it and the
input rate is the throughput S. Therefore, we can calculate the average delay time T =
4/S. The throughput versus average delay, is plotted in Figure 7.
5. Modeling and Performance Analysis of a Multiprocessor System Using SHLPNs
To assess the modeling power of Stochastic High Level Petri nets we consider now
a mUltiprocessor system as shown in Figure 8a. The performance analysis of a mUltipro-
cessor system is becoming an important issue due to the increased availability of such
systems. The problem of mapping computations to processors in a multiprocessor
environment is nontrivial and involves some apriori knowledge about the expected level
of system's perfonnance for a given pattern of behavior of the application. Clearly, the
perfonnance of a multiprocessor system depends upon the level of contention for
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common system resources, the interconnection network and the common memory
modules.
There are two basic paradigms for inter-processor communication, detennined by
the architecture of the system namely message passing and communication through
shared memory. The analysis carried out in this section is designed for shared memory
communication but it can be extended to accommodate message passing systems. To
model the system we assume that each processor executes in a number of domains and
that the execution speed of a given processor is a/unction of the execution domain. The
model assumes that a random time is needed for the transition from one domain to
another.
To simplify the analysis of a multiprocessor configuration used as a case study. we
consider that each processor switches between execution in a private domain, when its
operands come from the private memory and a common domain when its operands are in
one of the common memory modules.
This section is organized as follows: first we describe the basic architecture of a
multiprocessor system and the assumptions necessary for system modeling. Then the
SHLPN model of the system is presented. We show that though the graph corresponding
to the system's model is invariant to the system size (number of processors, busses and
common memory modules) the state space grows when the system size increases. Then
the methodology to construct a model with a minimal state space is presented, and the
equilibrium equations of the system are solved using Markov chain techniques. Based
upon the steady state probabilities associated with system's states the performance
analysis is carried out
5.1. System Description and Modeling Assumptions
As shown in Figure 8a, a multiprocessor system consists of a set of n processors,
P = {Pt. P2,.....Pn } interconnected by means of an interconnection network to a set of
q common memory modules M = {Mt • M 2, .... M q }. The simplest topology of the
interconnection network is a set of r busses: B = {Bt • B2, ..•..Br } Each processor is
usually connected also to a private memory module through a private bus.
As a general rule. the time to perform a given operation depends whether the
operands are in local memory or in the cornmon one. For example in case of a Hex 32
multiprocessor system. assuming that only one processor is active, the time to perform an
integer arithmetic operation is 14.66 versus 17.05 j..lSec. In case of a double precision
floating point operation the corresponding times are 25.13 versus 31.5 j..lSec [Hou86].
When more than one processor is active in common memory the time for a common
memory reference will increase due to contention for busses and cornmon memory
modules. As a general rule we can assess that:
top(P)=to~+d(p) (5.1)
with: top (p), the time to perform a given operation when the load factor for common
resources is P. to~ is the corresponding time with no contention for common resources
and the last term is determined by the queuing delay due to contention for the system's
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busses and common memory modules for a given load p. A possible definition for this
load, adopted in this paper, is the ratio between the time spent in an execution region
located in the common domain and the time spent in an execution region located in the
private domain.
A common measure-of-the-multiprocessor-systern-performanGe-is- the-processing- ------
power of a system with n identical processors expressed as a fraction of the maximum
processing power (n times the processing power of a single processor executing in its
private memory). Considering an application which is decomposed into n identical
processes, the actual processing power of the system depends upon the ratio between
local memory references and common memory ones. For example if for a given applica-
tion the ratio between local and common memory references is 1 and if a common
memory reference is twice as expensive as a local memory one at this load, each proces-
sor can work at only 75 percent of its speed on the application discussed in this example.
The purpose of our study is to determine the resource utilization, in particular the
processor utilization when the load factor increases and the contention for common
resources adds a queuing delay to references for the common memory.
The basic assumptions made for our model are:
a1. All processors exhibit identical behavior for the class of applications considered. It
is assumed that the computations perfonned by all processors are similar and they
have the same pattern of memory references. More precisely. it is assumed that
each processor spends an exponentially distributed random time with mean ~l'
while executing in its private domain and then an exponentially distributed random
time with mean ~ while executing in a common domain. To model that common
memory references are evenly spread into the set of available common memory
modules, it is assumed that after finishing an execution sequence in private memory,
each processor draws a random number k, uniformly distributed into the set [l,q].
which determines the module where its next common memory reference will be.
a2. The access time to common memory modules have the same distribution for all
modules and there is no difference in access time when different busses are used.
a3. When a processor acquires a bus and starts its execution sequence in the common
memory, then it releases the bus only after completing its execution sequence in the
common domain.
The first assumption is justified since common mapping algorithms tend to decom-
pose a given parallel problem into a number of identical processes one for every proces-
sor available in the system. The second and the third assumptions are clearly realistic due
to hardware considerations.
5.2. Model Description
Figure 9 presents a Stochastic High Level Petri net model of a multiprocessor sys-
tem. Though the graph representing the model is invariant to the system size, the state
space of the SHLPN clearly depends upon the actual number of: processors, n,i ::ommon
memory modules, q. and busses, r. For our example we assume: n=5, q=3 and r=2, a
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configuration with five processors, three common memory modules, and two busses,
shown in Figure 8b.
The graph consists of five places and three transitions. Each place contains tokens
whose type may be be different, as shown in Figure 7. A token has a number of attri-
butes, the first attribute being its type, We recognize three different types: p - processor,
m - common memory, b -bus. The second attribute of a token is its identity, id. The id
attribute is a positive integer with values depending upon the number of objects of a
given type. In our example when type=p, id takes values in the set [1,5]. The tokens
residing in place Q have a third attribute, the id of the common memory module they are
going to refer next.
The general format of a token is: <type, id, i, j •...>. The function Anr selects a
given atttibute of a token. For example the predicate associated with transition Gis:
Artr (p, 3) = Attr (m, 2) (5.2)
(5.3)
This means that the the third attribute of a p-typed input token should be equal to the
second attribute of a m-typed input token, i = j in Figure 9.
The meaning of different places and the tokens they contain are presented in Figure
9. The notation used. should be interpreted in the following way: the place P contains the
set of tokens of type processor with two attributes, <p, i>. with i e [1,5]. The maximum
capacity of place P is equal to the number of processors. The transition E corresponds to
an end of execution in the private domain and it occurs with a transition rate exponen-
tially distributed with mean A.to As a result of this transition the token moves into place
Q where it selects the next common memory reference. A token in place Q has three
attributes, <p, i, j> with the first two as before and the third attribute describing the com-
mon memory module, j E [1,3] accessed by processor i. The processor could wait to
access the common memory module when either no bus is available or the memory
module is busy. Transition G occurs when a processor switches to execution in common
domain when the all its input places (P. B, and M) have tokens and when the predicate
shown in equation 5.2 is satisfied. The place B contains tokens representing free busses
and the place M contains tokens representing free memory modules. The maximum capa-
cities of these places are equal to the number of busses and memory modules. The rate
of transition G is A.z and it is related to the exponentially distributed communication
delay involved in a common memory access. The place A contains tokens representing
processes executing in the common domain. The maximum capacity of the places in our
graph are:
Capacity (P ) = n
Capacity (Q ) = n
Capacity (M ) = q
Capacity (B ) = r
Capacity (A )=min(n,q,r)
The compound markings of the system are presented in Table 6. In order to simplify
this table the following convention is used: whenever the attributes of the tokens do not
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have any effect upon the compound marking, only the number of the tokens present in a
given place is shown. When an attribute of a token is present in a predicate only that
attribute is shown in the corresponding place if no confusion about the token type is pos-
sible.
For example the marking corresponding to state 2 has: 4 tokens in place P (the
token type is p according to model description), 2 tokens in place B (type=b), 0 tokens in
place A. Only the third attribute, i, of the token present in place Q (the id of the memory
module of next reference) is indicated. Also shown are the ids of the tokens present in
place M. namely ij and k.
As a general rule it is necessary to specify in the marking the attributes of the tokens
referred to. by any predicate which may be present in the SHLPN. In our case we have to
specify the third attribute of tokens in Q and the second attribute of the tokens in M
since they appear in the predicate associated with transition G.
Table 7 shows the state transition table of the system. For example state 2 can be
reached from the following states: state 1 with the rate 15xAj • state 18 with the rate 1v,
and state 19, with the transition rate equal to~. From state 2, the system goes either to
state 3. with the transition rate equal to 8 x 1..1, to state 4 with rate 4 x 1..1 or to state 17
with rate~.
State 2 corresponds to the situation when any four processors execute in the private
domain and the fifth has selected the memory module of its next conunon domain refer-
ence, to be module i. It should be pointed out that state 2 is a macro scaCe obtained due to
the use of the compound marking concept and it corresponds to 15 atomic states. These
15 states are distinguished only by the identity attributes of the tokens in two places, P
and Q as shown in Table 8. The transition rate from the compound marking denoted as
state 1 in Table 6, to the one denoted by state 2 is 15 X A.I since there are 15 individual
transitions from one individual marking of state 1 to the 15 individual markings in the
compound marking corresponding to state 2.
5.3. Performance Analysis
To determine the average utilization of different system resources it is necessary to
solve the equilibrium equations and then the identify the states when each resource is idle
and the occupancy of that state, the number of units of that resource which are idle. The
following notation is used: size [B]j is the occupancy of place B when the system is in
state i and Pi the probability of the system being in state i. Then the average utilization of
a processor, 11p ,a common memory module, 11m' a bus, 11b are defined as:
'lp=I-L








Pi X size [B ]j
1]b = 1 - L -=-..:----:-/--'------"-
. jeS
(5.6)
We assume a fixed ratio between the transition rate related transition G and that
A
related transition E, ~ = 10-3. This expresses the fact that the communication delay is
much smaller than the time spent in executing in the private domain.
The load for common resources is defined as:
1..,
p =~ (5.7)
We study the resource utilization for 5 x 1O-2~ P ~.
Figure lOa. shows the processor utilization when the load placed upon shared sys-
tem resources increases. Even when the load is closed to 0.7 the actual speed up factor
of the system is only about 50 percent of its maximum value. Bus utilization increases
(Figure lOe) rapidly even for lower values of the load and indicates that the system is
communication bounded and no significant performance improvement can be obtained
by adding more memory modules. This corroborates with the information provided by
the memory utilization curve shown in Figure lOb. which shows a maximum common
memory utilization of about 60 percent.
The number of original states is very high, larger than 500, and we have reduced the
model to only 51 states. As mentioned earlier the same conceptual model can be used to
model a message passing system. In such a case "-2 will be related to the time necessary
to pass a message from one processor to another, including the processor communication
overhead at the sender and at the receiving site as well as the transmission time depen-
dent upon the message size and the communication delay. In case of a synchronous mes-
sage passing system ~ will be related to the average blocking time in order to generate a
reply.
6. Conclusions
The Stochastic High Level Petri nets introduced in this paper represent a powerful
and convenient tool for perfonnance analysis of different communication and computing
systems. They are extensions of Stochastic Petri Nets but generally they lead to models
with a lower size of the state space. The compound marking concept allows a consider-
able reduction of the number of states and it induces a correct grouping of states in the
Markov domain. Two examples illustrate the advantages of SIll....PNs. the first one is
related to the perfonnance analysis of a transport protocol. The second example models
the impact of contention for system resources in a multiprocessor system.
APPENDIX 1 • Overview of Basic Terms Related to Continuous Time
Markov Chains
In the followings whenever we refer to a Markov chain we consider a continuous~
time, homogeneous Markov process. It should be noted however that some authors use
the term Markov chain for a discrete-time process with Markov property and call a
continuous-time process with Markov property, a Markov process.
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A Markov chain with the state space S is characterized by its transition matrix func-
tion, P ( . ). This function associates with any t, a stochastic matrix, P (r) such that
for any t oS ~ 0 and for any two states i. j eS the following equation holds:
P(s+t)=P(s)xP(t)
An equivalent form of the previous equation is:




The functions p (t, i • j ) describe the probability of a transition from state i to state j in
an interval of time equal to t and they are uniformly continuous on [0, 00 ). The transition
matrix function P ( . ) are differentiable on the same interval. Extremely important for a
Markov chain is the intensity matrix, Q( i, j )=( q i. j ) with i, je S, defined as:
The elements of the matrix Q are:
(A1.2)
(..) I' p(h,i,i)-lq I,l = 1m
h--+O+ h
The condition:
:;; 0 for j =i (Al.3)
I,p(t,iJ) = I ieS
jeS
leads to:
I,q(iJ) = 0, ieS
jeS





To outline the probabilistic significance of the intensity matrix Q we define the
intensity of passage from state i as:
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q (i) = -q(i ,i) (Al.7)
Then q (k J) I q (i) can be shown to represent the conditional probability of a transition
at an arbitrary time from state i to state j given that a transition has in fact taken place. If
we define:
l





then we can describe the evolution of the process as follows: if it starts in state i, it
remains there a random length of time exponentially distributed with parameters q (i) and
then moves to state j with probability p • (i J) and so on.
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T, • T, •
G-~'7---h,A,
T, •
Figure 1. Modeling of the philosopher system with the Stochastic Petri Nel
T, T, T, T, T, E, E, E, E, E, F, F, F, F, F,
M, 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1
M, 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
M, 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
11., 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
M, 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0
11., 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
M, 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
M, 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
11, 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
Moo 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
Mil 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Table 1. Markings of lhe philosopher system with !he Stochaslic Petri Net
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The transition rale:
from M. to M; (i=2,3,4,5,6) separately as AI' invertly as "-2
from Mi (i=2,3,4,5,6) lo Mj (j=7.8,9,lO,11) as All if any, invcrtly as Az




1 <p,l>, <p,'2>, <p,3>, <p,4>, <P,S> 0 <~1>.<~2>.<~3>,<L4>.<L5>
2 <p,2>, <p,3>, <p,4>. <p,S> <p.I,I.2> <[,3>, <f,4>, <C,5>
3 <p,!>, <p,3>, <p,4>, <p,5> <p,2,2,3> <£,1>, <f,4>, <£,5>
4 <p,!>, <p,2>, <p,4>. <p,5> <p,3,3,4> <f,l>, <f,2>, <f,5>
5 <P,!>, <p,2>, <p,3>, <p,S> <p,4.4,5> <f,1>, <£,2>, d,3>
6 <p,I>, <p,2>. <p,3>, <p,4> <p,S.5,1> <f,2>, <£,3>. <f,4>
7 <p,2>, <p,4>, <P,S> <p,l,l,b, <p.3,3,4> <f,5>
8 <p,2>, <p,3>. <p,5> <p,I,I,'2>, <p,4,4,5> <f,3>
9 <p,1>. <p,3>. <p,S> <p,2,2,3>, <p.4,4,5> <C,1>
10 <p,I>, <p.3>, <p,4> <p,2,2.3>, <p,5.5,1> <f,4>
11 <p,I>, <p,2:>, <p,4> <p,3,3,4>, <p,S,S,I> <[,2>


















1 <p,i>,<p,iEBl>,<p,iEB2>,<p,iEB3>,<p,iEe4, 0 !<r,i>,<f,iEDl>,<f,iEB2>,<f,iEB3>,<f,iEB4:::
2 <p,iEBl>,<p,iEB2>,<p,iEB3>,<p,iEB4> kp,i,i,iEB 1> !<r,iEB2>,<f,iEEl3>.<f,iEB4>
3 p,iEBl>,<p,iEB3>,<p,iEB4> !<P.i,i,iEB1>,<p,iEB2,iEB2,iEB3 f,iEB4>
Table 3. The state table of the philosopher system with compound markings
:lA,
s, s,












T, T, T, T,
S E [k,kEllW) .. A, n=j j=r i= r
<p,n> D <pj>
<p~> <P,P




(Slate) M P K S Q D R A
1 4 0 <i> <i> 0 0 <i> 0
2 3 1 <i> <i> 0 0 <i> 0
3 2 2 <i> <i> 0 0 <i> 0
4 1 3 <i> <i> 0 0 <i> 0
5 0 4 <i> <i> 0 0 <i> 0
6 0 3 <i> <iel> Pi Pi <i> 0
7 0 2 <i> <i$2> Pj,Pie. Pi,Piel <i> 0
8 0 1 <i> <iEB3> Pi ,Pj$hPil1l2 Pi,Pil,&!,Pier2 <i> 0
9 0 1 <i> <iEB3> Pi. Piilt. PilM PiaH. PilD2 <iElB> 'i
10 0 I <i> <iEB3> Pi. Piel. Plea P..az <iEB2> ai. aiGH
11 0 1 <i> <iE93> Pi. Piel. PilB2 0 4$3> 3i,3nBl.a;ez
12 I I <ian> <ie3> PilDhPi$Z 0 4$3> aiS" aiGl2
13 2 I <iEB2> <ie3> pj(D2 0 <iEl:l3> 3ie2
14 I 2 <i$2> <ie3> Pi$2 0 <i$3> BiEn
IS 0 3 <1$2> <iEEl3> PI$2 0 4$3> 3ilB2
16 0 2 4EBb <i> Pi$2. Piil3 Pi$) <iEB3> 3iED2
17 1 2 4$3> <i> Pie) Pie3 <iEB3> 0
18 1 1 <iEa3> <iSH> Pie). Pi Pilro. Pi <iEEl3> 0
19 1 0 <iEa3> <ie2> Pie3. Pi. Piel PieJ. Pi I Piel <iEB3> 0
20 1 0 <iEa3> <iEB2> PioIl3. Pi. Piel Pi. PilBl <i> aleJ
21 2 0 <i> <i$2> Pi,Pi$1 Pi. Pioill <i> 0
22 2 0 <i> <iE92> Pi I Pian Pie! <iel> 'i
23 I I <i> <i$2> P"PjEilI PiEDI <lEBl> 'i
24 I 2 4$3> <i> Pie) 0 4$3> Die)
25 0 3 <iEB3> <i> Pie3 0 <iED3> nie)
26 0 2 <lEe3> e$l> Pie3.P. Pi <1$3> 8;$)
27 0 I <iE93> <iEB2> P;@3.Pi.Pi11l1 Pj,PjlDl ciEll3> Die3
28 I I <1Ee3> <iel> Pi$3,Pi Pi <i$3> Die3
29 I 0 <i.e3> <i$2> P,eJ, Pi, P,'illl Pi, Piilll <iEB3> nil1l3
30 0 2 <iEB2> <i> P,e2. Pie3 0 <iEB3> ai$2' niiW
31 0 1 <iEB2> <iEBt> PilEl2. PiEfl3. Pi Pi <iEB3> ailD2' niiW
32 0 2 <HIll> <iEB3> PilEll' PilD2 0 <iEB3> aiel, ai$2
33 2 1 <i> <iEBl> Pi Pi <i> 0
34 2 1 <i> <iEBl> Pi 0 <i> ni
35 2 0 <i> dEBl> Pi.Piel Pien <i> ni
36 1 1 <i> <iEB2> Pi.Pie\ 0 <iEB1> 'i
37 I 0 <i> <iEB3> Pi. Piel, Pi$2 PiEll2 <iEBl> ail niell
38 3 0 <i> <iEBt> Pi Pi <i> 0
39 3 0 <1> <iEBl> Pi 0 <i> ni
40 3 0 <i> <iEBl> Pi 0 <i> 'i
41 2 0 <i> <iEll2> Pi,Piel 0 <iElll> ai' niilll
42 2 0 <i> <iEll2> Pi> Piel 0 <iEIl2> ai,aiel
43 1 0 <iE9l> <i> Piel, PilD2' Pi/D3 Pi/D3 <iEll3> aiell' aiel2
44 1 0 <iEll1> <i> Piillh PilB2' Pi$) 0 <iE93> a,e" aim, nie3
45 0 1 <HIll> <i> Pie]> Pitm, Pi$3 0 <iE93> a,e" B'$2' nie3
46 I 0 <i.Elll> <i> Piel, Pitm. PiiW 0 <i> aiel, ai$2' nie3
Table 4. State table of the uansport prolOCOl model
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Slate Previous state and transiLion rate POSl Slate and transition rate
I <40~> <2,4""1>
2 <1,4A.t> <13,14> <3,3"-1> <38~>
3 <2,3Al> <14.A4> <4,ZA,> <33,2'A..z>
4 <3,2"-}> <lS~> <5,A,> <l7.3Az>
5 <4,"-}> <6,4A..z>
6 <17).,> <5.41.0> <25).,> <7,31.0> <25,A,> <IS),;>
7 <18).1> <6.3"-2> <26~> <8,~> <26.As> <16.At;>
8 <19)..1> <7.2Jvz> <27k,> <27).,> <9),;>
9 <20,1.,> <16,21.,> <31).,> <8,A,> <18.~> <31.A.s> <10,'-6>
10 <43,1.,> <32,21.,> <45).,,> <9,A,> <23~> <45.A.-s-> <11At,>
11 <46).1> <1O~> <12'''-4>
12 <42,2).1> <11~><23~ <32,"-}> <43,~> <13,~>
13 <40,3A.1> <12~> <33.Av> <14,2)..,> <22~> <2~>
14 <13,2),,> <32)..,> <17),;> <15)..,> <23,2"-2> <3~>
IS <14)..,> <6)..v- <16,3~> <4~>
16 <23).,> <15,3A..z> <30.A.J> <7:Ar.> <9,'lJvz> <17~> <30.As> <32~>
17 <33,2)..}> <4,3A..z> <24~> <16)..;> <6,A,> <18.2Az> <24.As> <14.At;>
18 <21,2),,> <17,21.,> <28,).,> <9,l..,> <7,),,> <19).,,> <28).,> <23),;>
19 <18).,> <29).,> <8,),,> <29).,> <20),;>
20 <23).,> <37).,> <19),;> <9,AI> <21,A,;> <37:As> <43h;>
21 <33).,> <35).,> <20)..,> <18,2),,> <35).,> <22),;>
22 <13.A::z> <4th> <43~><21.~> <23,2;\.1> <38~> <41/.-s> <42).y
23 <22,2)..,> <14,2Az> <36,~> <lO,A.;> <18.~ <16,AI> <20.A.2> <33~> <36,J..s> <12)..v-
24 <34,2).1> <30~> <17;As> <25,1.,> <28,21.0> <17).,>
25 <24)..L> <6.As> <26,31.0> <6).,>
26 <28,1.,> <25,31.0> <7).,> <27,21.0> <7).,>
27 <29,1.,> <26,21.0> <8).,> <8,).,>
28 <35,2),,> <24,21.,> <31,)",> <18,A,> <26,A,,> <29)vz> <18~>
29 <28).,> <19).,> <27)..1> <l9.A.:3>
30 <36,A,> <16).s> <31,21.0> <16).,> <24)..,>
31 <37).1> <30,2Az> <9;As> <9,1.,> <28)..,>
32 <12)..1> <16)..v <1O,2Az><14~>
33 <38,3),,> <3,2A,.> <34).,> <23)..,> <17,2~,> <21)..,.> <34,As-> <13)..v
34 <39,3),\> <36).4> <33J.s> <17,2).,> <35)..,.> <33~>
35 <34)..z> <37~> <21;A.s> <28,2),,> <21).,>
36 <41,2).\> <45~> <23.As> <30,1.,> <37).,,> <23).,> <34,1.4>
37 <36).,> <20).,> <31,1.,> <20).,> <35)..,>
38 <2,1.,> <39).,> <22,l..,> <33,31,> <39J.s><40~
39 <41)..,> <38).,> <34,31,> <38.A:1>
40 <42)..,> <38),;> <13,3).1> <1~>
41 <44).,,> <22).,> <36,2).1> <23.A:1> <39).4>
42 <46)..,> <22),;> <12,2),,> <40,~>
43 <12).,,> <44).,> <20),;> <10).,> <22~> <44J.s> <46,Ay
44 <43).,> <45).,> <43"'-:1> <41~>
45 <44)..t> <10,As-> <10~> <36).4>
46 <43h;> <11,).,> <42~>
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Figure 8a. A shared memory multiprocessor system
B, --r-t--.....-r-t--.....-r-t----r-t--.....-r-t--
P, P, P, P,
Figure 8b. The configuration of the muhiprocessor system used in Sm..PN modeling
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PLACE AND TRANSITION SIGNIFICANCE
P is lhe "private memory" place. When Ihe place P holds tokens, the corresponding processors are
acuve in Lheir own memory.
Q is the "queuing" place. When lhe place Q holds tokens, lhe corresponding processors are queued for
the requiring common memory.
A is the "accessing" place. When the place A holds tokens, the corresponding processors are accessing
common memory.
M is the "idle common memory" place. When Lhe place M holds tokens, the corresponding common
memories are idle.
B is the "available bus" place. When the place B holds tokens, the corresponding busses are available.
E is the "end of activity" trnnsilion. When it fires. a processor ends ils activity in ils private memory.
G is the "getting common memory" transition. The transition enables when the processor can get the
requiring common memory and a bus. The transition firing time is associated wilh lAz.
R is we "releasing common memory" transition. After accessing common memory. the processor
releases the common memory and bus and reLums to the private memory. This activity is
rcpresenLed by the transition R.
Figure 9. Modeling of the multiprocessor system with a SHLPN
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Marking Place index
(Slate) P Q M B A
1 5 0 i,i, k 2 0
2 4 i i,i, k 2 0
3 3 i,j i,i, k 2 0
4 3 ". i,i, k 2 0
5 2 i,i, k i,i, k 2 0
6 2 i. i. j i,i, k 2 0
7 2 i, i, i i,i, k 2 0
8 1 i, i,i, k i,i, k 2 0
9 1 i, i, i, j i,i, k 2 0
10 1 i, i, j, j i,i, k 2 0
11 1 i. i, i, i i,i, k 2 0
12 0 i,i,i,j,k i,i, k 2 0
13 0 i,i,i,i,k i,i, k 2 0
14 0 i,i,i,i,j i,i, k 2 0
15 0 i, i. i, j, j i,i, k 2 0
16 0 i, i, i, i, i i,i, k 2 0
17 4 0 j,k 1 i
18 3 j j,k 1 i
19 3 i j, k 1 i
20 2 j, k j,k 1 i
21 2 i,i j, k 1 i
22 2 i. i i, k 1 j
23 2 i, i j,k 1 i
24 1 i,i, k i,k 1 i
25 1 i, i, j i, k 1 ]
26 1 it i, j j,k 1 i
27 1 i, i, i i,k 1 j
28 1 i, i, i j, k 1 i
29 0 i, i,j, k j,k 1 i
30 0 i. i. i. k i, k 1 j
31 0 i, i,i,j i,i 1 k
32 0 i,j,j, k j, k 1 i
33 0 it i, i, i i, k 1 j
34 0 i, i, i, j j,k 1 i
35 0 i. i. j, j j,k 1 i




(State) p Q M B A
37 0 i, it it i i,k 1 i
38 3 0 k 0 i,j
39 2 k k 0 it j
40 2 i k 0 i, j
41 1 i, i, k i,k 1 j
42 1 i, k k 0 i, j
43 1 i,j k 0 i,j
44 1 - - k 0 i,i",
45 0 i, i, k k 0 i,i
46 0 i, i, i i 0 i, k
47 0 i,i,i i 0 i, k
48 0 i,i, k k 0 i,j
49 0 i, i, i k 0 i,i
50 0 i, i, j k 0 i, j
51 1 k,k k 0 i, j
Table 6. Stale table of the multiprocessor system model
State Previous Slate and transition rate Post stale and transiLion rate
1 <17,l.,> <2,15)..1>
2 <1,15A-1> <l8~> <l9AJ> <3,8;\'1> <4,4AI> <17,Ar
3 <2,81.,> <20),> <21),> <5,3AI> <6,6).1> <18,~>
4 <2,41.,> <22),> <23),> <6,6),\> <7,3"-}> <19.2A:2>
5 <3.3).1> <24~> <8,61.,> <20,3l.,>
6 <3,6).1> <4,6~> <2Sh> <26~><41~> <8,2).1> <9,2).,> <10,2A1> <21,2A.:z> <22;A.z>
7 <4,3).1> <27~> <28~> <9,4:\.1> <ll,2A.1> <23,3Az>
8 <5,6).1> <6.2J..1> <29~> <32~> <12)..\> <13,2A\> <24.2Az> <41,2Az>
9 <6,2AI> <1,4).,> <30.A:3> <34.~> <36,~> <12)..\> <14').1> <15,AI> <26.3Az> <27~>
10 <6,2),\> <31.A3> <35h> <13,A\> <15,2).1> <25,4"-2>
11 <7,1J..1> <33~> <37~> <14,2).1> <16,11> <28,4A.:z>
12 <8,A.I> <9."-,> <29.3l.,> <30,v.,>
13 <8,21\> dO)..I> <31),> <32,4l.,>
14 <9,Al> <Il,2A1> <33),> <34,4l.,>
15 <9')..1> <10,2)..1> <35,3l.,> <36.v.,>
(continued)
·32 -
Stale Previous stale and transition rate POSl stale and lransition rate
16 <11)..\> <37,5~>
17 <2).,> <38,2.,> <1,~><18.811> <19,4"-,>
18 <3.2"-2> <17,8).1> <39,2~> <40,~> <2,"-3> <2O.3AI> <21,311> <22,3Al> <38,~
19 <4,2'-2> <17,4).,> <40,~> <2,'-3> <21,6A.l> <23,311>
20 <5.3'-z> <18.3""1> <42,"-3> <3,~> <24,2).,,> <39,2'-2> <41,41\>
21 <6;l"Az> <18.311> <19,6).1> <42.A:J> <43.2A.:J> <3,~> <24,211> <25,21,> <26,2A.1> <40,Ar
22 <6)vz> <18.3"'1> <44~> <Sl,2A.y- <4,~> <25,2A.,> <27,2)..1> <40,2~ <41,2A.}>
23 <7,3'-z> <19,3"-1> <44 t Ay <4,~> <26,4).1> <28,2".,>
24 <8,2A,;> <20,2.,> <21,21.,> <48,2l.,> <5.1:J> <29,A1> <32,211> <42,2'-z>
25 <10A'-z> <21,2).1> <22,211> <47~> <50.A1> <6.~> <32,"-\> <35,Ap <36)..\> <43,2"-2>
26 <9.3"-2> <21,2"-1> <23,4).1> <45,"'.1> <50~> <6.As> <29,A.\> <34)..1> <35)..\> <44,I\.z>
27 <9).,> <22,2),,> <46,2l.,> <49,"> <7,~><30').1> <33)..,> <36)..1> <44,3'-z>
28 <11,41\.z> <23,211> <49,~> <7."'-3> <34,21,> <37,AI>
29 <12,3'-z> <24)..,> <26').1> <B.As> <45.~>
30 <12,2~> <27).1> <41,AI> <9,'-:1> <45,3~> <46,~>
31 <13~> <41).,> <IO,A.:!> <47.4~>
32 <l3.4A-.z> <24,2A,> <25,A,> <41,A,> <8.~> <47,"Ar <48,2Az>
33 <14).,> <27).,> <11,~><49,4Az>
34 <14,4A-.z> <26).]> <28,2A,> <9,"> <49,l.,>
35 <15,3'-2> <25)...> <26,A.> <10,A.:J> <50.2Az>
36 <15,2~><25,AI> <27,AI> <9.'-:1> <50,3hz>
37 <16,SAz> <28)..1> <ll,l.,>
38 <18~> <17,~><39,3A1> <40,6Al>
39 <20,2A-.z> <38.3A,> <18,~> <42,4AI> <51,2Al>
40 <21).,> <22,2l.,> <38,6),,> <18,~> <19.~> <42,2A,> <43,2A,> <44.2A,>
41 <8,2Az> <20,4A1> <22,2A,> <45,~> <47."-3> <6.A.:J> <30,A,> <31)..1> <32).1> <42.2~> <51).z>
42 <24,2A.z> <39,4A,> <40,2A,> <41,2Az> <2O,A.:J> <21~> <45)..,> <47).,> <48).,>
43 <25,2l.,> <40,2),,> <21,~><48).1> <50,2AI>
44 <26).,> <27.3l.,> <40,21.,> <'12,~> <23~> <45).1> <49).]> <50).]>
45 <29,2"Jv.? <30,3).r <42,A,> <44,A,> <26).,> <41).,>
46 <30~><51).1> <27,2l.,>
47 <31,4~><32,Az> <42.A,> <51,2AI> <25,"> <41).,>
48 <32,2A-z> <42).]> <43.A]> <24,2l.,>
49 <33,4"-2> <34,Az> <44,A]> <27,"> <28).,>
50 <35,2"-2> <36,3~ <43,2A,> <44)..1> <25,"> <26).,>
51 <39,2).,> <41).,> <22,~><46)..1> <47,2AI>





























































Figure lOco The utilization of a bus versus load
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p Q
<p,2> <p,3> <p,4> <p,S> <p,1,1>
<p,I,2>
<p,I,3>
<P,l> <p,3> <p,4> <P,S> <p,2,1>
<p,2,2>
<p,2,3>
<P,l> <p,2> <p,4> <p,5> <p,3,1>
<p,3,2>
<p,3.3>
<P.l> <p,2> <p,3> <p,5> <pA,I>
<p,4,2>
<p,4,3>
<P,!> <p,2> <p,3> <p,4> <P,S,!>
<p,S,2>
<p,5,3>
Table 8. The 15 individual markings (stales) for places P and Q. corresponding to the compound
marking defined as macro stale 2 in Table 6.
